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As women save for retirement, it is critical to remember that retirement savings 
is part of a much bigger lifetime financial picture. Two important elements 
of that picture are debt and homeownership. Debt is very important for many 
families and for some, if not carefully managed, can interfere with financial 
stability. Housing is the biggest item of current expense for the vast majority of 
families. This article will link the topics of debt and homeownership to retirement 
savings. Focusing on important financial decisions made during a women’s 
working years, such as whether you should pay off debt or save for retirement, 
what level of debt is acceptable, what debt should be paid off first, and how 
much one should spend on housing. As they near retirement, women need to 
make financial choices, such as: Should I pay off my mortgage, and where should 
I live in retirement?

Gender debt gap: Women on average pay more for mortgages, although women are 
better than men at paying their mortgages.1

DURING WORKING YEARS

In working years, there are a number of key financial decisions and choices that women 
typically need to make as relates to debt and housing. 

Should I pay off debt or save for retirement? 

Working-age women typically need to decide whether to pay off debt or save for 
retirement, or how much to do of each. Women should pay off high-interest debt, such 
as credit cards, as quickly as possible. For example, if you are paying a high rate of 
interest on your debt, say 18%, once you pay if off, you’ve just gained 18% that you had 
been losing. If you think of paying off debt as an investment, you just received an 18% 
return on your investment. 

1 According to the Urban Institute study “Women Are Better than Men at Paying Their Mortgages,” September 2016-latest 
data available, which reviewed more than 60 million mortgage originations from 2004 to 2014, single women pay higher 
rates than single men on average on their mortgages.

https://www.sipc.org/
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But it is also important to remember that putting off saving for retirement until you’re 
debt-free could cost you the most valuable asset you have: time. Due to compounding, 
even small contributions to a 401(k) or similar retirement plan have the potential to grow 
significantly (Exhibit 1), especially if your company matches contributions. If you can’t 
save enough money to hit the annual limits, or even come close to reaching them, you 
should at least consider contributing enough to get the company match. This will allow 
for an instant and guaranteed return on your investment, and you won’t feel as if you are 
missing out on a benefit by not participating.

The bottom line is that while your creditors will go after you if you fail to pay your debts, 
nobody is going to force you to save for retirement.

Over time, saving a small amount each week could add up

The table below shows the impact of saving $50 each week. For example, Olivia saves $50 
each week starting at age 25; by age 35, assuming a modest annual return of 4% per year, 
she would have saved $32,500. At age 45, Olivia would have saved $80,500 and by age 65 
when she retires she would have saved $256,900.

Exhibit 1: The affect of saving $50 per week

10 YEARS
4%

Investment Returns
$32,500

$40,700

$80,500

$128,500

$151,700

$318,100

$256,900

$727,400

8%

4%

8%

4%

8%

4%

8%

20 YEARS

30 YEARS

40 YEARS

For illustrative purposes only. These figures do not take into account taxes and fees.  
Source: Calculations by Chief Investment Office. Past performance is no guarantee of future results. For hypothetical 
purposes only. The analysis assumes two investment returns of 4% and 8%. It is not tied to a specific allocation model or 
index returns. There are periods when returns can be higher or lower than these returns. No fees are assumed. 

What is considered an acceptable amount of debt?

A variety of lending metrics can help you determine whether your overall debt level is 
appropriate. Below is a commonly used measure:2

Debt-to-income (DI) ratio, the ratio of debt payments to total income, is calculated by 
lenders to determine whether a potential borrower can bear additional debt. 

DI =
Annual mortgage payments + annual student loan payments + annual credit card payments

Gross family income( )
Lenders generally consider a result less than 36% indicative of an acceptable level of risk 
for homeowners.3 

Consider Jane, a working professional with a monthly mortgage payment of $1,000 (annual 
payment of $12,000), an annual student loan payment of $3,000, annual credit card 
payments totaling $2,500, and a gross family income of $65,000. This would give her a DI 
ratio of 26.9% (= $17,500÷$65,000). Based on the benchmark of 36%, Jane appears to be 
carrying an acceptable amount of debt (see Exhibit 2).

2 A variety of additional metrics can be considered. For further discussion, refer to Shawn Brayman, “Introducing the ‘Debt 
Policy Statement.’” Journal of Financial Planning, Vol. 24, No. 4, April 2011.

3 Source: Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, “Your Money, Your Goals.” June 2020. 
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Exhibit 2: In this example, what is considered an acceptable amount of debt?

$65,000

26.9% 
Debt to income Ratio

$17,500
Total debt Annual income

Source: Chief Investment Office. For illustrative purposes only.

One way to avoid getting too deeply into debt is to set aside some money to cover 
emergencies like a major illness, car or home repairs or a job loss. It is recommend 
that you have enough to cover three to six months of everyday expenses. Use part 
of each paycheck to build an emergency fund. Keep in mind also that some financial 
emergencies can be anticipated and planned for with different types of insurance.

Which debts should I pay off first?

It is important to distinguish between “good” and “bad” debt. Money you borrow for a 
home or an education is considered “good” debt. That’s because these items can help 
boost your financial position. In addition, some home and student loan debt may be tax-
deductible. There’s no need to put pressure on yourself to repay those loans as long as 
you can continue making regular installment payments. “Bad” debt, on the other hand, 
includes anything that doesn’t improve your financial position. “Bad” debt is usually in the 
form of credit card debt or a personal bank loan.

You should typically tackle bad debt first. Student loans can generally come second. These 
loans, especially federal loans, have lower rates than most other types of consumer debt, 
and you may be able to deduct up to $2,500 of the interest. To free up more for retirement, 
consider paying the minimum required each month under the terms of your loan.

Paying off debt sooner rather than later

Sarah has a credit card balance of $3,000, and the interest on the card is 15%; it takes 
nearly 26 years to pay off the balance if she pays only the minimum of 2%, with $4,457 paid 
in interest. But it takes less than 1.5 years to retire the debt if Sarah can pay $200 each 
month (see Exhibit 3).

Exhibit 3: Paying off debt sooner rather than later

Ba
la

nc
e 

($
)

Payment time in months

0 24 48 72 96 120 144 168 192 216 240 264 288 312

3,000

2,500

2,000

1,500

1,000

500

0

Minimum payment Paying $200 a month

Source: Calculations by Chief Investment Office. For illustrative purpose only.
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It is important to have a plan in place to pay back “good” or “bad” debt and to stick to 
the plan. The scale of outstanding student loans and an increasing share of borrowers 
who fail to repay mean that many Americans have become aware of student debt as 
a challenge for individuals. But many do not think of student debt as a women’s issue 
despite the fact that women represented 59.5% of those enrolled in American colleges 
and universities in the spring of 2021. A recent American Association of University 
Women (AAUW) report4 reveals that women take on larger student loans than do men. As 
a result, women hold nearly two-thirds of the outstanding student debt.

How much money can I spend on housing?

Buying a house is a significant decision for many households and for many one of the 
largest financial transactions they will ever make. Some people buy houses thinking 
that their earnings are likely to rise and that the house value will probably go up. There 
is uncertainty on both of these points. Women should remember how important it is to 
save for retirement and include retirement savings in their budget calculations when they 
decide how much they can afford to spend on a house.

You can use 28% as your rule of thumb when making a budget for buying a home. Here’s 
an easy formula: Multiply your gross monthly income by 28, then divide that by 100. The 
answer is 28% of your monthly income. 

Monthly housing expense =

gross monthly
income x 28

100( )
Consider Sue. Her annual income is $60,000, or $5,000 per month; 28% of that monthly income 
comes out to about $1,400. That means Sue could spend $1,400 on a mortgage. Remember, 
28% is the top of the spectrum when it comes to how much of her monthly income she should 
spend on her mortgage. Paying less means a smaller strain on Sue’s budget (See Exhibit 4).

Exhibit 4: How much can I spend on housing?5 

$5,000

28% 
Housing Debt Ratio

$1,400
Monthly Debt Gross Monthly Income

Source: Chief Investment Office. For illustrative purposes only.

Owning a house or condominium also probably increases the need for an emergency 
fund, since there are a number of uncertainties involved. Repairs are always a part of 
the picture ,some of them major, and special assessments are part of the picture in 
condominiums. Taxes may also go up if the local community needs more money.

On the positive side, taxpayers who itemize deductions can usually deduct home 
mortgage interest and real-estate taxes. You may be able to use your home as a source of 
income in the future by trading down to a less-expensive home, perhaps by moving to a 
lower-cost area or by tapping into your home equity through a loan or a reverse mortgage.

4 68% of students borrow money to pay for their undergraduate education. Among those who take out loans, women—
who borrow an average of $31,276—take on more debt than men, who borrow an average of $29,270, American 
Association of University Women “Deeper in Debt: Women and Student Loans,” May 2021.

5 This is a commonly used financial planning rule of thumb as it relates to calculating housing expense allocation. 

TIPS

 • Maintain a good credit rating. 
Paying attention to your credit 
rating will help keep your 
options open.

 • Don’t get involved with 
expensive payday loans—
paying these off should be a 
priority; they are extremely 
expensive. Credit card debt 
is also very expensive, and 
paying it off should be 
a priority.

 • Be sure to maintain an 
emergency fund.

 • Carefully evaluate the 
need, the terms and the 
plan for repaying it before 
borrowing money.

 • Don’t spend too much—and 
particularly not on housing.

 • Married women (and partners 
of single persons) should be 
very careful about co-signing 
loans and about how they 
are structured. Many people 
have found themselves liable 
for a partner’s debt after a 
relationship has ended. 
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Should I upgrade my house versus save more for retirement?

This is a combination of a lifestyle choice and of priorities. If you’re on target to have 
adequate resources in retirement, there is no problem upgrading the house. But if you’re 
behind target for retirement, it is probably better to save more for retirement and put off 
home improvements. It is also depends on how necessary they are.

NEARING RETIREMENT

As you near retirement, there are a number of choices regarding debt and housing that 
need to be made. 

Should I pay off my mortgage before I retire?

Although it remains the goal of many households to repay their mortgage by the 
time they retire an increasing portion of the population now enters retirement with 
a mortgage. At the same time, households are increasingly likely to hold substantial 
amounts of financial assets, as a result of the growth of 401(k) and similar plans. Among 
households aged 55 to 64 in 2019, 51 percent had a mortgage.6 

Analysis by the Center for Retirement Research at Boston College indicates that 
retired households are, in theory, better off repaying their mortgage. In addition to 
their conclusion, there is also a very practical argument against borrowing to invest. If 
a household with a mortgage mismanages its investments or overestimates the rate at 
which it can decumulate those investments, it risks losing the house—its only remaining 
asset. One argument that is sometimes cited in favor of not repaying the mortgage is 
that retaining a mortgage increases the household’s liquidity and enables it to better 
cope with sudden unexpected expenses.7

Where should I live in retirement?

Housing is one of the largest expenses people have in retirement. Where to live in 
retirement can be a lifestyle decision, a financial decision or a health care decision. Many 
people assume that once they retire, they will downsize their home. However, a study 
conducted by Age Wave in conjunction with Merrill showed pre-retirees who expect to 
downsize when they retire may be surprised to learn that half (49%) of retirees didn’t 
downsize in their last move. In fact, three in 10 upsized into a larger home.8

Many retirees can “age in place.” Others find their homes have become unaffordable, too 
difficult to maintain, or unsuited to increasing physical or cognitive limitations. Of those 
who must move, many prefer to remain in the communities they know, while others, often 
after a great deal of planning, opt to move elsewhere—to live in a warmer climate, to be 
near their kids, to experience something new, or to address other goals and purposes.

It is best to think about retirement housing well before the need to move arises. After all, 
it can take a long time to sell a house, and values can go down as well as up. In addition, 
housing decisions, once acted upon, are likely to be difficult and costly to change.9

IN CONCLUSION

Women face many financial decisions and choices surrounding debt and homeownership 
in their working years and as they near retirement. Although not always apparent, many 
of these decisions will influence their ability to achieve long-term financial and retirement 
security. It is important that women not neglect retirement savings when taking on debt 
and deciding how much debt to take on or when purchasing a home or deciding where to 
live in retirement. Keeping debt and housing expenses to affordable levels and establishing 
a debt repayment plan and sticking to it can help women achieve a more secure retirement. 
6 Based on the 2019-latest data available-Survey of Consumer Finances, Federal Reserve Board.
7 For further details refer to: Webb, Anthony “Should You Carry a Mortgage into Retirement?” Center for Retirement 

Research at Boston College, July 2009-latest data available.
8 Age Wave, “Home in Retirement: New Freedom, New Choices,” 2015-latest data available.
9 For a more detailed discussion of this topic, refer to: Society of Actuaries: Managing Retirement Decisions Brief: “Where 

to Live in Retirement,” 2017-latest data available.

TIPS

 • Evaluate where you are on 
the path to an adequate 
retirement.

 • Adjust your saving rate so you 
can meet retirement goals.

 • If you are a homeowner, 
figure out when your 
mortgage will be paid off. 
If it is after your planned 
retirement date, determine 
whether you should 
accelerate payments.

 • Evaluate debt and whether 
you can (and should) reduce it 
and pay it off

 • Consider whether you will 
stay in your own home or 
relocate. The affordability of 
your home is a factor in the 
decision. (Remember that 
there is a wide variation in 
housing costs by location.)

 • Evaluate whether you can 
afford to retire at the 
planned time.
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Important Disclosures
Investing involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.

This material does not take into account a client’s particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs and is not intended as a recommendation, offer or solicitation for the 
purchase or sale of any security or investment strategy. Merrill offers a broad range of brokerage, investment advisory (including financial planning) and other services. There are important 
differences between brokerage and investment advisory services, including the type of advice and assistance provided, the fees charged, and the rights and obligations of the parties. It is 
important to understand the differences, particularly when determining which service or services to select. For more information about these services and their differences, speak with your 
Merrill financial advisor.

Bank of America, Merrill, their affiliates, and advisors do not provide legal, tax, or accounting advice. Clients should consult their legal and/or tax advisors before making any financial decisions.

This information should not be construed as investment advice and is subject to change. It is provided for informational purposes only and is not intended to be either a specific offer by Bank 
of America, Merrill or any affiliate to sell or provide, or a specific invitation for a consumer to apply for, any particular retail financial product or service that may be available. 

The Chief Investment Office (CIO) provides thought leadership on wealth management, investment strategy and global markets; portfolio management solutions; due diligence; and solutions 
oversight and data analytics. CIO viewpoints are developed for Bank of America Private Bank, a division of Bank of America, N.A., (“Bank of America”) and Merrill Lynch, Pierce, Fenner & Smith 
Incorporated (“MLPF&S” or “Merrill”), a registered broker-dealer, registered investment adviser and a wholly owned subsidiary of Bank of America Corporation ("BofA Corp."). 

Investing in involves risk, including the possible loss of principal. Investments in real estate securities can be subject to fluctuations in the value of the underlying properties, the effect of 
economic conditions on real estate values, changes in interest rates, and risks related to renting properties, such as rental defaults.

The case studies presented are hypothetical and do not reflect specific strategies we may have developed for actual clients. They are for illustrative purposes only and intended to demonstrate 
the capabilities of Merrill and/or Bank of America.

© 2021 Bank of America Corporation. All rights reserved. 


